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Attempts to introduce TA in early phases of the scientific-technological development are often seen 
as being inconsistent with the Collingridge dilemma. This “dilemma of control” is saying that in early 
stages of a certain technoscientific development the prediction of consequences is (more or less) 
impossible and later, when problematic consequences have become obvious, change is not anymore 
possible or at least, expensive, difficult and time consuming. Revisiting Collingridge´s considerations 
make sense in order to explore whether we can meet nowadays his (normative) goal to find “a new 
way of dealing with the dilemma of control” because Collingridge himself envisaged options for 
overcoming the dilemma. He suggested criteria in order not to run and to be trapped in the dilemma: 
corrigibility of decisions, controllability, maintaining flexibility (by preparing choice between 
alternatives), and robustness to errors. These demands can enable options for shaping technology 
(or at least: directing socio-technological innovation) even in its infancy and thus opening the door 
for the perspective of prospective TA.  
But we need also to explicitly consider and address the inherently uncontrollable technologies, in 
particular the “risk technologies”. Prospective analysis with its focus on what is already present and 
observable is necessary also in these cases and should lead to the identification of possible 
interventions as well as strategies for a prevention of critical functionalities. 
In recent years, TA scholars have explicitly worked on early stage procedures or even conceptual 
proposals aiming at prospective TA. The common denominator of these efforts is the emphasis on 
early stage orientation. Conceptual approaches explore the technoscientific character of relevant 
fields of concern, the reflection of corresponding potentials and intended impacts as well as 
unwanted but expectable consequences and how to deal with different forms of uncertainty (known 
unknowns, unknown unknowns) in terms of precaution. Furthermore normative dimensions were 
focused upon, encompassing criteria for assessment and judgement in the stage of R&D as well as 
reference to ethical concepts. Key elements also encompass the shaping orientation reflecting the 
scientific-technological core as well as relevant actors from scientists and engineers over politicians 
and industrial managers to citizens and consumers.  
The aim of the session is to review the various approaches, their potentials or shortcomings, focusing 
on the earliness problem of TA. Opportunities and prospects for further improvements should be 
discussed. 
Accepted papers will be posted before-hand on the conference´s web-page, together with a few 
already existing background papers selected by the team of chairs. All accepted papers can be briefly 
presented in the session (5 to 10 minutes each, depending on the number of papers), will be 
commented by selected scholars working in this field and discussed with the session´s audience.  
Further information: 
Please send your abstract directly to Liebert@boku.ac.at 
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